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ABSTRACT
Fear appeals have been used for thousands of years to scare people
into engaging in a specific behavior or omitting an existing one.
From religion, public health campaigns, political ads, and most recently, cybersecurity, fear appeals are believed to be effective tools.
However, this assumption is often grounded in intuition rather
than evidence. We know little about the specific contexts within
which fear appeals may or may not work. In this study, we begin to
examine various components of a fear appeal within the context of
password hygiene. A large-scale randomized controlled experiment
was conducted with one control and three treatment groups: (1) fear
only; (2) measures needed and the efficacy of such measures, and
(3) fear combined with measures needed and the efficacy of such
measures. The results suggest that the most effective way to employ
a fear appeal within the cybersecurity domain is by ensuring that
fear is not used on its own. Instead, it is important that information
on the measures needed to address the threat and the efficacy of
such measures is used in combination with information about the
nature of the threat. Since many individuals that enter the information technology profession become the de facto security person,
it is important for information technology education programs to
distill in students the inadequacy of fear, on its own, in motivating
secure actions.
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• Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy; Systems security; Software and application security; Security
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1

INTRODUCTION

Effective cybersecurity is necessary to protect digital information
and systems from a variety of threats. Both individuals and organizations are at risk of having their information or systems compromised, whether from a malicious hacker, disgruntled employee,
natural disaster, or hardware failure. However, cybersecurity is
not a single process. Effective cybersecurity is a consolidation of
processes, people, and technology all working together to protect
digital assets.
Authentication is an important part of that process as it facilitates accountability and non-repudiation by validating an end user’s
identity. In the modern world, authentication usually involves a
password: an alphanumeric string used to validate a user before
granting access. According to some estimates, password-based authentication is the number one mechanism used to protect user
accounts and personal information on web-based services [1].
While passwords have been present since the beginning of the
modern computing era, fear appeals have been around even longer.
For thousands of years, fear has been used to lead to a change in
behavior. Fear appeals have been used by religions, in public health
messaging, and cybersecurity, among others [26]. The problem is
that the efficacy of fear appeals is taken for granted. It is rare for
anyone to consider the fact that there is little solid empirical evidence as to their power in a wide range of contexts. It is important
for the deployer to know when, how, where, why, and in what
context the use of fear appeals may be most effective, desirable and
ethical [11, 32].
While our study uses self-reports of behavioral intentions, we
acknowledge the shortcomings associated with only measuring selfreports of behavioral intentions rather than observing or otherwise
recording the actual behavior of individuals [29]. Nonetheless, the
focus of this study is as a starting point to uncover future avenues
for further research rather than as an end point.
In this study, we employ a randomized controlled betweensubjects design with three treatment groups to test the efficacy
of fear appeals in changing behavioral intentions with respect to
three password hygiene target behaviors: 1) password length (10
characters or longer); 2) password reuse (passwords should be different for each website and system one logs into), and 3) password
security (passwords should be kept safe and secure so they do not
leak).
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A large-scale survey (N=799) was used to answer the following
research question: What component(s) of a fear appeal are the most
effective in causing a change in behavioral intentions related to password hygiene? The following four experimental groups were used in
this survey: (1) Control (N=202); (2) Fear only (N=201); (3) Measures
needed and efficacy of those measures (N=196), and (4) Combined
fear with measures needed and efficacy of those measures (N=201).
Next, we discuss some of the related research on fear appeals and
passwords.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
2.1 Fear Appeals
Fear is an emotion, and emotions, exert an influence on human
behavior [6]. Fear is invoked when a threat exhibits a number
of characteristics: it is important to the person, it is negatively
valenced, impending, requiring effort to ameliorate with a specified
action [26].
Fear is added to behavioral change appeals in the belief that
the elicited fear will propel people to take protective action [6, 15].
The fear appeal recipient, it is argued, will carry out the desired
recommended action to reduce the fear invoked by the appeal.
Renaud and Dupuis [26] reviewed the use of fear appeals to
influence a range of cyber security behaviors. They found that the
majority of the studies take a snapshot in time. Participants were
presented with a fear appeal and then answered some questions
and/or had their subsequent behavior observed. Very few studies
returned to the participants after a significant period of time to
determine the endurance of the fear appeal affect. None tested the
feasibility of the behavior the fear appeal was trying to trigger.
A number of the reviewed studies used fear appeals in the password context [16, 17, 21, 22]. These generally detected a positive
effect of the fear appeals, but mostly measured behavioral intention
via a survey question or self-reported behaviors. The current study
measures self-reports of behavior before the treatment (or control)
and then behavioral intentions after the treatment (or control) has
been completed. Although this study does not address all of the
issues raised in Renaud and Dupuis [26], an important contribution
of this study is to separate the core components of a fear appeal
into two distinct elements, fear and efficacy.
Thus, we examine fear and efficacy treatments separately and
combined, and then compare the resulting behavioral intentions
with both one another and a control group. By doing so, we address
one of the significant issues raised: a lack of examination of the
nuances and contexts under which a fear appeal may be most
effective.

2.2

Passwords

Most users seem to choose a password over other authentication
methods likely due to its familiarity and the ubiquity of text entry
mechanisms on all devices [31]. What makes a password different
than other authentication methods is that it is something a user
‘knows’. While some have delineated as many as five authentication
classifications [18], the most common three kinds of authentication are: 1) something one knows; 2) something one has, and 3)
something one is.
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All of these are considered secure enough to protect accounts.
Each has their own benefits and downsides, though the reason why
most users choose to authenticate with a password is straightforward. Passwords are the most common option provided to users
when setting up new accounts, and they are the easiest method
of authentication to implement from the development side. When
using a password, a user does not need a physical object to authenticate, which is preferred since such an object could be lost or stolen.
With a password, a user simply needs to enter a memorized phrase
or sequence of characters to authenticate themselves. Even though
other authentication methods may be more secure or convenient,
passwords remain the dominate form of authentication [1, 27].
Although passwords may be the most popular authentication
method, one of their most significant weaknesses is that more than
one person can possess the password at the same time [5]. In other
forms of authentication (e.g., a fingerprint, token) it is improbable
for more than one individual to possess the authentication needed to
access the account. With the ease of use of passwords versus other
forms of authentication comes a plethora of vulnerabilities. Despite
these vulnerabilities, most individuals fail to use a tool known to
mitigate many of the vulnerabilities inherent to passwords, such as
a password manager [9].
There are generally simple rules related to password format.
These rules depend on the program or application being used. Some
allow for the use of numerical and special characters, while others
only allow for the use of alpha-numeric characters. Frequently, a
user will be given a minimum length for their password. For several
years, it was 6 characters. Today, users see minimums ranging from
eight to 10 characters. This change in the lower limit comes from
studies demonstrating that the shorter the password, the weaker
it is. Many security experts recommend passwords a minimum of
15-20 characters [5]. Length may be achieved through a variety of
approaches, such as combining several unrelated words together
or using a password manager to generate one.
The common practice with passwords is using a word or phrase
that is easy for the user to remember. However, many system impose
complexity requirements on passwords. Having a mix of characters that are upper- and lower-case letters, numbers, and a variety
of special characters are elements that add to the complexity of
a password. However, such complexity makes it challenging to
remember the password, which might lead users to write them
down, thus weakening the password. Proponents of the complexity
factor may argue that a strong password ends up looking like a
cat walked across a keyboard and recorded every key it touched.
Nonetheless, there is also ample disagreement related to the emphasis that should be placed on the complexity of the password
[25]. Many approaches have been employed to encourage users to
create stronger passwords, including varying the type of feedback
provided by a password meter [10] or the development of passwords with graphical elements to increase the entropy in a more
manageable way cognitively for the end user [12]. However, it is
ultimately up to the end user whether or not they will create strong
and unique passwords across different systems for which they have
credentials.
Third, password reuse is a significant problem. Password reuse
occurs when someone uses the same password for more than one
account, which has become increasingly prevalent [13]. Such reuse
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may often be the result of a compromise a typical user makes with
the length and complexity factors previously noted. If a user creates
a long and complex password, how can they be expected to not
reuse this password but instead repeat the process for every website
and system they login to, even if they have success doing it once [4]?
The human brain simply cannot do this. Finally, it is important that
users keep their passwords safe and secure from others, whether it
be from a friend or would-be attackers [30].

3 METHODS
3.1 Participants
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained prior to collecting data from participants in this study. A survey was deployed
on the Qualtrics survey platform with recruitment done using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk has been shown to be a
reliable and efficient method to recruit research participants, but it
is important to employ various quality control measures [8, 28].
In this particular study, we used two automated quality control
questions, which would end the survey for the participant if either of the questions were answered incorrectly. An open-ended
question toward the end of the survey was also used as a de facto
quality control question, which helps to detect for automation in
the completion of surveys. Additionally, for the video portion of
the survey, an embedded timer was used that would not allow the
participant to advance the survey until a time consistent with that
of the video being shown had elapsed. Finally, MTurk workers were
eligible to participate if they had an approval rate of 98% or higher
and had successfully completed at least 1,000 prior HITs (human
intelligence tasks).
Participants were compensated with $2.50 for their time. 91.2%
of participants felt that the compensation provided was either comparable (69.9%) or easier for the money (21.3%) when compared to
other projects they had completed on MTurk. The remaining 8.8%
felt that more effort was required when compared to other projects.
A total of 811 participants began the survey with 9 participants
failing one of the two automated quality control questions and another three participants failed an open-ended question that served
as an additional quality check. Thus, 1.5% of participants that began
the survey failed quality control measures in place. This resulted in
799 usable responses to the survey that would be used for subsequent analysis.
Slightly over half of our participants identified as male (51.2%)
with the remaining participants identifying as female (47.8%), nonbinary or third gender (0.6%), or preferred not to say (0.4%). Most
participants identified as White (77.2%), followed by Asian / Pacific
Islander (8.4%), Black / African American (8.1%), Hispanic (4.3%),
Other / Multi-Racial (1.6%), and Native American / Alaskan Native /
Indigenous (0.4%). Slightly less than half (45.1%) of the participants
were between the age of 18 and 39 with the remaining participants
(54.9%) 40 or older.
As noted earlier, a fear appeal must have information on the
nature of the threat, the measures necessary to counter the threat,
and the efficacy of those measures. Our interest in this study was
to examine differences in intentions related to individuals that
were in one of four conditions (a control and three treatment conditions): 1) Control (N=202); 2) Fear only (N=201); 3) Measures
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needed and efficacy of those measures (N=195), and 4) Combined
fear with measures needed and efficacy of those measures (N=201).
A between-subjects design with random assignment to one of the
four groups was employed.

3.2

Materials

Participants were provided with a video to watch commensurate
with the group they were randomly assigned to by the Qualtrics
survey platform.
3.2.1 Control group. A video was developed that had no specific
message and included background music that was considered neutral in tone. The video consisted of various short clips of scenery,
cars driving, sand in the desert, etc. The length of the video (2:05)
was approximately the same length as the videos for treatment
groups two and three. It may be found at the following URL:
https://youtu.be/E1UViIQRqQU
3.2.2 Fear only. For the fear only group, emphasis was placed
on communicating the likelihood and severity of passwords being compromised. Information was presented on several different
breaches that have occurred and how those breaches may result in
further passwords being compromised. Likewise, information was
presented on other ways passwords could become compromised,
such as making it easy for an attacker to crack a password by using
short ones. The length of this video was 2:29. Please see Figure 1. It
may be found at the following URL: https://youtu.be/xPu-V7oMXJQ

Figure 1: Screenshot of Fear Only Video with Examples of
Passwords being Compromised Flashing Across the Screen
3.2.3 Measures needed and efficacy of those measures. The efficacy
group detailed measures that can be taken to prevent a password
from being compromised and the efficacy (i.e., self and response)
and costs (i.e., time, energy, effort) associated with those measures.
We focused on three specific components of good password hygiene: 1) length (10 characters long or longer); 2) Unique passwords
for different websites and systems, and 3) Secure: the password
should be kept safe and secure from others. A mnemonic was developed to communicate these measures: P-L-U-S, which meant
that passwords should be long, unique, and secure. While there
are ample views on what should be communicated to individuals
with respect to password hygiene, there remains vast disagreement
with the specific components that should be included and why [25].
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Ultimately, the three above factors were chosen as they appeared
to have the most agreement and the least amount of disagreement
among experts.
Using a password manager was the focus of the measures that
could be taken. A brief demo was incorporated into this video to
show how simple it is to use a password manager and what it
is capable of. However, an additional measure was also detailed:
combining six or more unrelated words together, including the
possibility of making it even more complex by capitalizing some
of the characters and/or incorporating special characters into the
password. The length of this video was 2:05. Please see Figure 2. It
may be found at the following URL: https://youtu.be/Lao1UTO2ogA

Figure 2: Screenshot of Efficacy Only Video with Uniqueness
of a Password Emphasized and Why
3.2.4 Combined fear with measures needed and efficacy of those
measures. The final group combined the messaging from groups
two and three by merging the two separate videos into a single
video. It began with the fear messaging followed by the efficacy
messaging. The length of the combined video was 4:34. It may be
found at the following URL: https://youtu.be/VhqfR_ruAjQ

4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Analysis was conducted using IBM’s Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 19.0. The focus of our analysis was to determine what effect, if any, the different videos that were developed
for this study may have had on our participants. Prior to a video
being shown to the participants, we asked them how confident
they were that they were performing the target behaviors. Next,
we discuss the results of this analysis followed by the results of
questions related to behavioral intention that were asked after they
watched a video.

4.1

Pre-Treatment Analyses

A one-way between subjects ANOVA was performed to conduct
an a priori analysis of whether there was a statistically significant
difference between any of the four experimental groups in this
study: 1) Control Group; 2) Fear Only Group; 3) Efficacy Only Group,
and 4) Fear and Efficacy Combined Group. There was no significant
difference between any of the four groups and the three items (10
characters long or longer; unique, and kept secure) assessed before
the treatment was applied. This suggests that any effect found after
the treatment was applied is likely the result of the treatment itself.
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4.2

Post-Treatment Analyses

4.2.1 Long Passwords (10 characters in length or longer). A one-way
between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of
various components of a fear appeal on intentions to create a password that is at least 10 characters long or longer in no fear appeal
components, fear only, efficacy only, and combined fear and efficacy
components conditions. There was a significant effect of fear appeal
components on intention to create long passwords for the websites
and systems one logs into at the p<.05 level for the four conditions [F(3,795) = 9.601, p < .001]. Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the no fear appeal
components (M=3.97, SD=1.167) was significantly different than
the fear only (M=4.30, SD=0.918), efficacy only (M=4.30, SD=0.808),
and combined fear and efficacy components (M=4.45, SD=0.747)
conditions. However, the three treatment group conditions did not
significantly differ from one another.
Taken together, these results suggest that implementing at least
one fear control component (fear only, efficacy only, or a combined
fear and efficacy) is more effective in creating behavioral intentions toward individuals creating long passwords compared to the
control. Additionally, while the mean for the combined fear and
efficacy components was not statistically different when compared
to the other two treatment groups, it was higher than both (M=4.45,
SD=0.747). This implies that the most effective way to use a fear
appeal is to ensure that all components of a fear appeal are employed: information on the threat, including one’s susceptibility to
it and the level of severity should one become a victim to the threat
and information on efficacy, including their ability to take effective
measures to combat the threat, the effectiveness of those measures,
and the amount of time, energy, and effort involved.
4.2.2 Unique Passwords. A one-way between subjects ANOVA
was conducted to compare the effect of various components of
a fear appeal on intentions to create a password that is unique
across different sites and systems in no fear appeal components,
fear only, efficacy only, and combined fear and efficacy components
conditions. There was not a significant effect of fear appeal components on intention to create unique passwords for the websites
and systems one logs into at the p<.05 level for the four conditions
[F(3,795)=1.933, p=.123].
4.2.3 Secure (passwords kept safe and secure from others). A oneway between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect
of various components of a fear appeal on intentions to keep passwords safe and secure from others in no fear appeal components,
fear only, efficacy only, and combined fear and efficacy components
conditions. There was a significant effect of fear appeal components
on intention to keep one’s passwords safe and secure at the p<.05
level for the four conditions [F(3,795) = 2.648, p = .048]. Post hoc
comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean
score for the no fear appeal components (M=4.61, SD=0.706) was
significantly different than the combined fear and efficacy components condition (M=4.77, SD=0.466) conditions. However, no other
statistically significant results were observed between the groups.
Taken together, these results suggest that implementing a combined fear and efficacy appeal is more effective than the control
in creating behavioral intentions toward individuals keeping their
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passwords safe and secure. This is consistent with what we observed
with the first targeted behavior, password length.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Implications
This study provides important insight into the use of fear appeals
within the cybersecurity domain. It demonstrated that providing
messaging on the nature of a threat, what can be done to address
the threat, and the efficacy of those measures may help engender
behavioral change toward the targeted behavior(s). In this particular
study, the use of fear appeal components was effective with respect
to causing a difference in behavioral intention toward creating long
passwords when compared to the control group. It was also found
to be effective for keeping passwords safe and secure when both the
fear and efficacy aspects of a fear appeal were employed together.
Thus, for something as simple and complicated as passwords,
we should not expect a single fear appeal to work equally well
for all desired behaviors. By measuring and examining the target
behaviors individually, we were able to demonstrate that like many
behaviors in life, whether inside or outside of cybersecurity, causing a change in behavior (or behavioral intention) is difficult and
complicated.
Our goal may be to improve the cybersecurity hygiene of individuals. However, cybersecurity hygiene itself consists of many
different components, including password use. As we delve into
password hygiene then, we also see that it consists of many different elements—not all of which can be changed to the same degree
and by the same methods.
Additionally, focusing on efficacy alone was not effective by
itself for two of the three targeted behaviors. It is likely that the
nature of efficacy makes it a complicated factor to address in a
two-minute video. Not only do the measures needed to address
the threat have to be delineated, but the costs, efficacy of those
measures (i.e., response efficacy), and the ability of the individual
(i.e., self-efficacy) to enact those measures must also be addressed.
As noted earlier, self-efficacy has consistently been shown to be
the most effective construct in predicting behavioral intentions and
actual behavior. Increasing one’s belief in being able to perform a
certain task may take time, training, and repeated interventions.
This may explain in part why efficacy alone was only effective for
creating long passwords and not more effective than fear alone or
the combined group. It is also possible that increases in efficacy
would be longer lasting than invoking fear, which is a short-term
emotion.

5.2

Ethical Considerations

In deploying fear in any cybersecurity context, it is important not to
ignore ethical considerations. Dupuis and Renaud [11] proposed six
ethical principles to guide cybersecurity fear appeal experiments
and deployment. These are (1) obtain IRB approval, (2) make the
benefits of cybersecurity salient, (3) only use deception if it can
be rigorously justified, (4) provide a feasible recommended action
(with the implication that feasibility will be verified), (5) calibrate
during deployment (with the implication that the option to cease
and desist will be considered if undue negative consequences are
evident), and (6) debrief targets of fear appeals. If the fear appeal
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cannot be used within these constraints, deployers should carefully
re-consider going ahead with the use of fear appeals.

5.3

Limitations

There are several limitations worth noting. First, this was a single
survey using a crowd-sourced participant pool. While compensation was considered fair by most, MTurk workers do have an
incentive to complete the work as quickly as possible. Thus, some
responses and their overall attention may not be optimal for the
messaging being delivered.
Second, data was collected for this study via a survey and no
other method. Thus, common method bias is a concern [19, 24]. Multiple quality control procedures were implemented to help address
this concern. Additionally, the participant population is essentially
anonymous to the research team. Thus, while certain elements of
the procedures employed and participant pool used help to minimize the likelihood that common method bias was a significant
factor in the results obtained, it remains a concern nonetheless.
Third, the data collected comes from a single snapshot in time
for our participants. This was not a longitudinal study and we do
not know whether the difference in behavioral intentions lasted
beyond the completion of the survey. Likewise, we do not know if
the behavioral intentions themselves resulted in any actual change
in behavior. The measurement of behavioral intentions is inherently
flawed and historically has been problematic in the prediction of
actual behavior [29]. We do not want to overstate the results and
suggest they provide conclusive evidence one way or the other.
Instead, they do provide a useful starting point to examine actual
behavior in a variety of contexts, especially when fear appeals are
employed.
Finally, we do not know if any emotional harm resulted from
the fear that was employed. While this study was considered low
risk and approved as exempt from a full IRB review, part of the
challenge with using fear appeals is the balance between possible
efficacy and possible harm that may result for some from being
scared into doing something.

6

CONCLUSION

In the world of information technology education, it can be easy
to focus on the hardware and software systems employed in a
typical organizational setting. However, ultimately people use these
systems to accomplish tasks deemed important or necessary by
other people. Keeping these systems running efficiently without
interruption inherently requires that they also be kept safe and
secure. Therefore, information technology education cannot and
should not divorce itself from either security or human factors of
security. The professionals that are being trained in information
technology programs will often find themselves tasked with both
the security and security training aspects of the profession.
These individuals must take care in ensuring that any security
education, training, or awareness (SETA) program that employs
fear to provide information on the nature of a threat, must also
inform the user how to mitigate the threat and address the efficacy
of those measures, including both response and self-efficacy. It
is also important to ensure that the action is indeed feasible for
that particular user. Given the importance of self-efficacy across
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a variety of domains [2, 3, 14, 20], it is important that this issue is
not ignored with respect to mitigation efforts.
Beyond the organizational setting, additional efforts are needed
in the design of systems, including making security an integral
part of the design process [23]. It will also be helpful to focus
more energy in providing introductory cybersecurity education to
individuals at the undergraduate level in addition to other settings
[7]. There is not a single simple solution to the security challenges
we face, including those with passwords. However, the use of fear
appeals to engender behavioral change is not the panacea it is often
made out to be.
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A

SURVEY QUESTIONS

Demographics
(1) What gender do you most closely identify with?
(2) What ethnicity do you primarily identify with?
(3) What is your current age?
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each
of the following statements (Strongly Disagree - Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree - Agree - Strongly Agree):
(1) I am confident that I currently use long passwords of at least
10 characters for the websites and systems I login to.
(2) I am confident that I currently use unique (i.e., different)
passwords for the websites and systems I login to.
(3) I am confident that I currently keep my passwords safe and
secure from others.
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of
the following statements (Strongly Disagree - Disagree - Neither Agree nor Disagree - Agree - Strongly Agree):
(1) I intend to use long passwords of at least 10 characters for
the websites and systems I login to.
(2) I intend to use unique (i.e., different) passwords for the websites and systems I login to.
(3) I intend to keep my passwords safe and secure from others.

